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Light continua extending from the i.r. to the u.v. are generated with picosecond laser pulses in liquids 
and solids. It is demonstrated that the light spectra in water are produced by stimulated parametric four- 
photon interactions, which are resonantly enhanced by single and difference frequency resonances of the 
non-linear susceptibility X (3). A theory of the various parametric four-photon interaction processes is de- 
veloped and the resonant structure of X (3) is discussed. The experimental results are compared with 
theoretical calculations. The generation of light continua by other nonlinear optical processes is briefly 
discussed. 
1. Introduction 
During the past years pectral super-broadening of picosecond light pulses in liquids and glasses has been 
reported by several authors [1-8]. In most experiments he broad frequency spectra were generated in
the presence of self-focusing of the laser beam [1-6]. Homogeneous spectral distributions were found in 
different materials. Typical values for the broadening were several thousand wave-numbers onboth sides 
of the laser frequency. The duration of the spectra was found to be nearly the same as the duration of 
the laser pulse [4, 6, 8]. The generated spectra were emitted in the forward direction and had the same 
polarization as the laser light [4, 8]. In early papers [1-5] the main mechanism responsible for the 
super-broadening of picosecond light pulses was thought to be self-phase modulation. Calculations show 
that very high peak intensities and very short pulse durations are necessary for substantial spectral 
broadening by self-phase modulation. In addition to the broad radiation emitted in the forward direction, 
a continuous spectrum was found to be emitted under a certain angle [2]. In this case a glass ample was 
used and light intensities OfIL ~-- 1013W/cm 2 were reported. The cone shaped spectrum was explained 
by phase-matched parametric four-photon i teraction. In another paper [9] a periodic structure has 
been observed in the forward emitted spectrum when self-focusing of single picosecond light pulses in 
glasses occurred. A four-photon parametric process was thought to be responsible for the modulation. 
In our experiments we studied the generation of light spectra under well-defined conditions [8]. The 
complex situation of self-focusing of the laser beam did not occur in our investigations. This fact made 
it possible to study the build-up of the spectrum with increasing intensity. The generated radiation 
started at discrete frequencies away from the laser frequency. It increased approximately exponentially 
with increasing laser intensity until saturation occurred. It broadened and extended over a wide spectral 
range with increasing intensity. Our experimental results can be explained by stimulated parametric 
four-photon processes. These processes occur in water despite large phase-mismatch and large infrared 
absorption because of the resonant structure of the nonlinear susceptibility X (3) and the high laser 
intensity. 
Picosecond light continua represent ideal ight sources for ultrashort time-resolved spectroscopy. 
Broad light spectra have been applied in a variety of investigations, e.g. photo-bleaching [6, 10] and 
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excited-state absorption [ 11 ], electron solvent interaction [ 12], exciton formation in crystals [13, 14], 
and two-photon absorption spectroscopy [ 15]. 
The great importance of picosecond continua s light sources for picosecond spectroscopy justifies a 
detailed study of their generation and their properties. 
In Section 2 the theory of four-photon i teraction ispresented. It includes four-photon parametric 
interaction, four-photon frequency conversion, three-frequency mixing and third harmonic generation. 
The finite band-width of the pump pulses, the phase-mismatch and the linear absorption losses are taken 
into account. 
In Section 3 the frequency dependence of the nonlinear susceptibility X O) is discussed in some detail. 
The resonant structure of X ~ is of vital importance for the understanding of the generation of the broad 
spectra. X(3) will be separated into three parts, a non-resonant part, a part containing single frequency 
resonances and a part containing double (difference) frequency resonances. The single frequency reson- 
ances are related to infrared absorption while double frequency resonances are connected to the Raman 
susceptibility. 
In Section 4 the experimental system is described. Single picosecond pulses from a mode-locked Nd- 
glass laser were used to generate picosecond pulses at new frequencies. Most investigations were made 
with liquid water as sample material. 
In Section 5 we present our experimental results. Light spectra ranging from the infrared to the ultra- 
violet region are observed and analysed. The intensity dependence of the spectral build-up is studied. It 
is shown that parametric four-photon processes, frequency conversion processes, three-frequency mixing, 
and third harmonic generation are involved in the generation of the picosecond spectra. Data on con- 
version efficiencies are reported. 
In Section 6 other nonlinear processes leading to broad frequency spectra re investigated. The effects 
of self-phase modulation due to the intensity dependence of the refractive index, due to heating of the 
sample and due to plasma formation are discussed. The influence of stimulated Raman scattering on 
parametric light generation is considered. The complex situation in the case of self-focusing is 
emphasized. 
2. Theory 
2.1. General equations 
Intense laser light induces a nonlinear polarization which gives rise to various nonlinear optical effects 
[16-22]. When the induced polarization is expanded in a power series, we obtain a nonlinear term 
proportional to the third power of the electric field 
This term is the lowest order nonlinear term in materials with an inversion centre. The polarization P(~ 
leads to a variety of physical phenomena [16-221. Here we are concerned with parametric four-photon 
generation of new light frequencies. 
In our calculations we write the electric field strength Ex(z, t) = E(z, t), Ey = 0, Ez = 0 and the non- 
linear polarization as follows: 
/;? 1 (co, z) exp (icot) dco (2) E(t, z) = 27r 
and [18-20] 
1 f~p(3)  ((.0 e(~L,~(t, z) = ~ )_ = NL, ik , Z) exp (iwt) rico (3a) 
1 6or xx (~o~, ~ot~, ~y)  
87r 3 
x E(~o~ z)E(co~ z)E(co~, z) exp [i(w~ + ~o~ + wu)t] (3b) 
1 r ~ r ~ / '~ 
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(3) r X m.xxxt-- co; wo~ w D, cov)E(COa, z)E(CO D, z)E(w, r, z) exp (iwt) (3c) 
We follow the notation of [ 18, 19], X (3) = 0.25X(o 3); i stands for x, y, or z and E(-- coy, z) = E*(cov, z). 
The nonlinear susceptibility X(3) represents a fourth rank tensor. 
In the case of linearly polarized light, the interaction between light and matter is described by the 
wave equation 
02E n232E an OE 4~ 32Pr 
- (4)  
OZ 2 C 2 3t ~ c 3t c 2 3t 2 " 
We introduce the values for E(t, z) and P(~(t, z) from Equations 2 and 3c, respectively and make the 
substitution E(cov, z) = Eo(wv, z) x exp (-- ikvz). When Fourier components of equal frequency are 
equated, one obtains for the frequency component co 
OEo(O ) _ 7 o(co) - dcoDX(% ( -co;co , co )&(coo3G(coSo(  ) exp 
- - " (5 )  
where co = cod + co D + coy and Ak = k -- k s -- k D -- k v. The approximations OZEo(~)/3z 2 ~ k2Eo(co) 
and the relation k s - n2co2/c 2 = 0 were used. The first term on the right hand side results from the 
linear losses at frequency w. The second term gives the interaction of the field at frequency 6o with 
the other frequency components. Note, that Equation 5 represents an infinite number of coupled 
equations. 
In the following we consider the case where the band widths Aco~ and Acot~ of the electric fields 
E(co~ and E(w~) are small. The variations of the nonlinear susceptibility X~3x)xx( - co; cod, co~, co'r), of 
the phase mismatch Ak, and of the field Eo(cOv) are neglected within the small frequency intervals 
and c~D --Ac~ ~< C~ ~< C~D + AcoD/2 
~v -- (/xoo~ + Aco~)/2 < co.~ ~< cB. r + (Aco~ + AOOD)/2 ' 
where 
6~ 3 ,  = 60  - -  6~ a - -  6~D. 
Eo(co), Eo(w~), a, Ak and X (3) are now average values within these frequency intervals and when the 
integrations over coa and wfl are carried out, Equation 5 reduces to 
3Eo(co ) a ico (a) oo ~o 
3z 2 Eo(co)-- 2--~ncXxxxx( - w, we, w#, co7)Eo(w.r) exp (iZ z) f dw o(co ) ~ dcoDEo(wD) 
(6) 
a i2~rco ... 
- 2 Eo(CO) nc X?~xxx( co, co~, coil, cov)EoaEoDEo(cov) exp (iAkz). (7) 
Eov = Eov(t' = t --nz/c, z) = 1/(21r) f-~oo Eo(co~, z) dcov is the peak amplitude of the electric field with 
carrier frequency 6~v, i.e. Ev(t', z) = Eov(t', z) cos (~vt -- kvz). 
The condition that X~( - -  co; cod, wt~, c~ changes only slightly within the bandwidths Acoa and 
Awt~ is fulfilled outside resonances. In our experimental studies on water, the condition is obeyed even 
around resonances ( ee below, Fig. 10) and Equations 7 are valid. 
To solve Equations 7 the physical conditions have to be specified. We consider four cases: para- 
metric four-photon interaction, four-photon frequency conversion, three-frequency mixing, and third 
harmonic generation. 
2.2. Parametric four-photon interaction 601 + 602 ~ 603 + 6o4. 
2.2. 1. Small signal approximation 
Two strong pulses (pump pulses) at frequencies 6ol and w2 (width Aco 1 and A(.,02; the special case 
cot = co5 = col is included) enter the medium. The light emitted at the signal frequency co3 = 
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6ol + 6o2 -- 6o4 and at the idler frequency 6o4 is calculated (6o~ = 601,6o# = 6o2, 6o~ = -- 6o4, 6o = 6o3)- 
The conversion of light from the pump waves to the signal and idler wave should be small, i.e. depletion 
of the pump pulse may be neglected (parametric approximation). Without linear absorption of the 
pump waves (ce~ = a2 = 0) Equation 7 reduces to a set of two coupled ifferential equations. 
i27r6os (3) : . 9 
OEo(6os) --  Eo(6o3) X~xxx[-- 603, 6o1,602, -- 6o,)Eo (6o4)EolEo2 exp ( iAkz)  (8a) 
-~Z "~- H 3C 
3E~(6o4) i2rr6o,X(~,~( - 
= - -  ~4Eg(W4) + W4; Wl, CO2, --6O3)Eo(ws)EglE~2 exp ( - - iAkz ) .  (8b) 
~z 2 n4e 
sh wn below that v (3)* t . . . .  (3) It will be o . , xxxxt -  ,~4; ~1,  6oz, 6o3) --  Xxxxx(--  6o3; 6ol, 6o2, - 6o4). 
The solutions of Equations 8a and b are obtained following the procedure discussed previously for 
parametric three-photon i teractions [23]. 
x (9a  
4T 2TJ \n36o4/ 
Eo(6o4, z) = exp -- - 
x {Eg(6o4'0)[ c~ (~z) -  (~'C~ 4T iAktsinh(~/z)]+E~ \n46o3/ (gb) 
where 
x = rS~x( -  6o3; 6o,, 6o2, -  6o~) ~- x~*x( -  6oo; 6o,, 6o2, 6o3) (9c) 
4rr t/6os6o4~ 1/2 1024r:6os6o4 Ioalo2 (9d) 
g --Tt.- 22 : c4nln2nsn4 
= 0.25{a{ + 4 [gg*x 2 --  ase4 --  Ak  2 -- iAk(aa - -  c~s)] }1/2 (9e) 
% = ot3+a4 (90 
(9g) Ak = ka+k4- -k t - -k2  
npc 2 
I ov -  ~-]Eoul 9 (95) 
In our experiments neither signal ight at frequency 6os nor idler light at frequency 6o4 are incident on 
the sample. The parametric nteraction starts from quantum fluctuations [23-25]. The spectral energy 
densities e(energy per area and frequency interval, units e.g. J/cm2s -1) are given by: 
e(6o3, z) = eN(6o4) exp 4h,126o----~fsmn (3`z)l2 (10a) 
(_%z~ ~126o,, .__ 
e(6o4, z) = eN(6os) exp -~)  ~ s m n  (3`z)12. (10b) 
The relation between the spectral energy densities e(6o) and the temporal intensities I ( t )  and between the 
field strengths E(6o) and E(t)  are derived in the Appendix. 
The solutions of the signal and idler light are quite similar. The linear absorption loss enters in the 
exponential damping factor and in the amplification factor 7- The factor 3' contains the phase-mismatch 
Ak and the complex nonlinear susceptibility X. If the gain factor gx is large enough, the losses due to 
absorption and phase-mismatch can be compensated and amplification results. At high enough laser 
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intensities, for [Tzl >> 1, the signal and idler light grow nearly exponentially. The nonlinear susceptibility 
X is complex. The real part of X (3) is responsible for parametric nteraction. When X is purely imaginary 
no parametric gain is possible because of the negative sign ofgg*x 2 under the square root in Equation 
9e. For negligible linear absorption and phase-mismatch Equations 10a and b simplify to: 
6((03, Z) = eN(cO4)c~ (Iglxz/2)l 2 (1 la) 
094 
6((04, Z) ---- 6N((03)C'O4[silLh_ (Iglxz/2)[ 2. (1 lb) 
(,03 
These equations indicate xponential mplification for signal and idler light when Iglxz >> 1. 
To evaluate 10a, 10b or 1 la and 1 lb, the spectral energy density of the quantum fluctuations eN has 
to be known. The energy density per unit frequency (units e.g. J/(cm a s -1)) has the form [26, 27] 
~1(03n 3 
u((0) - 27r2c~ AE2. (12) 
The spectral energy density of the quantum fluctuations i eN((0) ~ u((0)cAtp/n((0); (Atp is the duration 
of the pump pulse, n(co) is the refractive index at frequency w). Together with Equation 12 we obtain 
for eN (units e.g. J/(cm2s-1)): 
ex(~i) -- 27r2c2-----~s 
where i stands for 3 or 4. The solid angle of the idler light can be expressed by the solid angle of the sign 
signal ight [26, 27]" AYZ4 = (w~/(0~)A~3 (A~3 ~ l0 -a in our case). 
The energy density of the quantum fluctuations per unit wave number is approximately e ("Ui) 
10 -14 J/cm (Atp ~ 6 ps; Pi ~ 104 cm-'). The pump ptflse energy density is about 0.6 J/cm 2 for 
IoL = l0 n W/cm 2 and Atp = 6 ps. An amplification of the quantum noise by a factor of 109 ~ exp (20) 
within a spectral range of l04 cm -1 depletes the pump laser by parametric light generation. Without 
absorption losses a gain factor of Jg[xz ~-- 20 is sufficient for saturation of the parametric four-photon 
light production. At IoL = 10nW/cm 2and z = 2 cm, this gain value is reached for X (3) "" 2 • 10 -14 cm3/ 
erg. This value is typical for the nonresonant susceptibility of the substances investigated. 
2.2.2. Saturation of parametric four-photon interaction wL + COL --> CO3 + 0")4" 
The (nearly) exponential mplification of signal and idler light at high pump intensities readily causes 
depletion of the laser light [28]. The laser fields Eol and Eo2 in Equations 8a and 8b are not constant 
during the interaction process. 
To get approximate solutions we make the simplifying assumptions that E((0a), E((04), c~a, a4, Ak 
and X (3) are constant over the whole spectral range A(03 = A(04 = A(0. With the notation Eoi = 
1/(270 f-~oo Eo((01) d(0 i = 1/(21r)Eo((0i)A(0, (i -- 3, 4), we obtain from Equations 7, 8a and b: 
8Eo L 
aZ 
8E03 _ 
~z 
~E~4 
8z 
i27r(0L "3" * 
~EoL x~'EoLEoaEo4 (--iAkz) (14a) exp 
riLe 
aaEo3 i27r(03X(3)E~4E2r~ exp(iAkz) (14b) 
2 n3c 
a_..54t7* + i27r(04. (3)r- r '*2 exp ( - - iAkz )  
2 "~~ n4c x '-oa~oL (14c) 
The abbreviations X(~ ) (3) 9 - -  (04)  and X (3) - " (a) r_  . = ~===(- -  O~L, WL,  0~3, -- X ~  (03, (0L, (0L, -- (04) ~- 
Xxt3)*  : . . . .  xxx~ w4, WL, COL, -- (03) have been used in Equations 14a, b and c. 
The coupled differential equations may be further simplified by rewriting the complex quantities in 
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Figure 1 Calculation of the build-up of parametric light in the saturation range (/r, = 2 X 101. W/cm2). The curves rep- 
resent the normalized pump pulse in tens i ty /L  (full line), normalized signal intensity 7 3 (dashed line), normalized idler 
intensity [4 (dash-dot line), and normalized total intensity ~ (dotted line). The parameters used in the calculations are 
related to the interaction in water (aL = 0.15 cm -1 ) at two f ixed frequencies with a bandwidth of 1000 cm -1 . (a) A 
situation of low phase-mismatch is considered. The parameters used are ~3 = 10 811 cm -1 , ~ = 0.09 cm -1 , a4 = 
1.3 cm -1, Ak= 3.3 cm- ' ,  X (3)' = - -  8 X 10 -14 e.s.u., X (3)'' = --  3 X 10 -'s e.s.u: (b) A situation of strong idler absoprtion 
and zero Phase-mismatch is depicted. The parameters are ~'~ = 17 160 cm -~, a~ = 0.001 cm- ' ,  a 4 = 400 cm -~, z~k = 0, 
X 0)' =- -9X  10 -~3 e.s.u., X 0)"  =- -8  X 10 -1~ e.s.u. 
amplitudes and phases and by separating the real and imaginary parts. After some straightforward calcu- 
lations, the following set of equations is obtained [16]. 
aEL ~L~ 27r~r, - - ~ 
- -  "~ELE3E 4 sin (O + ~SL) 3z 2 EL nLC 
aZ 
aZ 
aZ 
~-F~ -v X~nn4 sin (0 + Cs) 
n3c 
27rco4 ~.2  
/~4 + XnLga sin (0 -- Cs) 
naC 
(15a) 
(15b) 
(15c) 
21r[2coL - -  co3_ E~,E4 --c~ cos (0 -  Cs)] + Ak. 2LE3E4 cos (0 -- ~bSL ) -- - -X  ~ cos (0 + Ss) 
e [nL n3 n4 E4 J (15d) 
The relations ffZv = IEoJ, Eov = Ev exp (iCv)(v = L, 3, 4), ~ = Ixl, X = ~ exp tti'ws; a -- 3"'(3)xN1~ "[- A1"(3) _~_ X(R3), 
2z, = I• • = ~L exp (i~sL) = 6X(~ + 2X~ 3)* + • + X(~ >* (see later), and 0 = Akz + 2r -- ~bs -- ~b4 
are used. The initial phase was set to 0(0) = 7r/2 [20]. The equations 15a-d were solved by numerical 
integration; normalized intensities/v = Iv(Z)/IL(O) were evaluated. 
In Fig. 1 numerical results of the spatial development for pump, signal and idler intensities are pre- 
sented. The two sets of parameters listed in the figure captions of Figs la and b are relevant for four- 
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photon interaction in water (see below). Fig. la depicts the situation of small phase-mismatch and small 
idler absorption at ffa = 10 811 cm -1 (if4 = 8100 cm -1). After a certain interaction length z the inten- 
sity of the signal and idler rises rapidly while the laser becomes trongly depleted. When the signal and 
idler light increase beyond the intensity of the depleted pump pulse and when the phase relationship 
between the waves allows it, the reverse process oo3 + co4 -+ col + wL sets in, i.e. signal and idler light 
are converted to pump light. An oscillating behaviour along the interaction path results [16]. In Fig. lb 
the case of large idler absorption and perfect phase-matching with 73 = 17 160 cm -~ and b~4 = 1750 cm -1 
is illustrated. Again, signal and idler light start rapidly until depletion of laser light sets in. The reduction 
of pump intensity prevents further generation of parametric light. The generated i ler light suffers high 
absorption and its output is drastically reduced. The curves in Fig. 1 show that the total light output It 
is reduced more strongly than expected by the linear absorption of laser light. The continuous conversion 
of laser light into the idler region and the strong infrared absorption in this wavelength range are respon- 
sible for the reduced light output. 
2.3. Four-photon frequency conversion coi -I- w2 + wv ~ co. 
In the frequency conversion process two strong pump waves at frequencies co~ and 602 (width Aco~ and 
ACO2; special case col = co2 = COL) and a weak wave at frequency co'r, (width Aco'r, idler pulse) interact 
in the sample and produce light at a new signal frequency OOl + co2 + w~ (con = OOl, cot~ = co2). The sig- 
nal and idler light produced in the four-photon process of the previous Section 2.2. may act as input 
wave at co~ for frequency conversion. In this way light at frequencies co > 2col is generated. 
We consider the case where the frequency conversion process does not deplete the pump pulses and 
where no linear absorption of the pump waves occurs (an = a2 "- 0). Equations 7 reduce to two coupled 
differential equations: 
0E0(CO) 
~z 
~z 
i27rw "3" 
2Eo(co) - - - -X~xx( - -  co; col, co2, cov)Eo(cov)EmEoz exp (izSkz) 
ne 
(16a) 
~2 E / '2~.  (3) c . _  = -- o(coV) -- n'rc X.~xxx~-- coy, c01, -- co2, co)Eo(co'r)Eo*lE~n exp (-- iAkz) 
(16b) 
We shall show below (3) _ . that Xg, i=xx( co, col, co2, co'r) "" X_~xx (-- co'r, -- coa, -- 6o2, co). Solutions of 
Equations 16a and b are found by following the procedure for three-photon frequency conversion [23]. 
Eo(co, z) = exp 4 
o~ + izSJc " (n_yf~]'/2 sirfft (Tz)] (17a) 
" 27 \nco'r/ 
l i t  /'J 
i * [nco \1/2 sinh (Tz)/ (17b) 
J 
where 
g = (4zr/c) [coco,t/(nvn)] 1/~-EmEo 2 
X = X~3)xxx( - Co; O31, (.D2, (a.)T) "~ X~3)xxx( - G,9,~;-  co.Ol , -  ~ao2, CO.D) 
3' = 0.25{a~ -- 4[gg*x 2 + ao~ r + Ak 2 + iAk(a -- c~t)]} 1/2 
% = a+av;  Ak = k- -k l - -k2 - -k ' r  
(17c) 
(17d) 
(17e) 
The initial conditions are Eo(co, 0) = 0 and E0(cov, 0) r 0. The energy density generated at frequency 
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co = OOl + ee2 + eey is then given by: 
C/7 
e(ee, z) = ~-~2iEo(ee, z)l2 
=e(eev'O)exp(---~-Ogg*• (18) 
where e(eev,0 ) is the initial spectral energy density at frequency eey. The linear absorption is described 
by the exponential bsorption loss factor. Absorption and phase-mismatch Ak reduce the conversion 
efficiency. The situation is greatly simplified when the frequencies co, eey, 6oi and 6o2 are far from 
material resonances. In this case, linear absorption (a = ay = 0) and phase mismatch Ak (small colour 
dispersion) may be neglected and X is a real quantity (7 imaginary). From Equation 18 we obtain for 
e(ee, 0) = 0: e(ee, z) = e(eey0)(ee/eev) sin = (Igl• (19a) 
e(ee v, z) = e(eey0) cos 2 (Igixz/2). (19b) 
Equations 19 describe the parametric frequency conversion process where new light at frequency co is 
generated until the input pulse at eey is depleted ([glxz = lr). The reverse process co -+ Wl + ee2 + eev 
takes place for a longer interaction length Or < Iglxz < 2r 0. The pump intensity remains constant as 
long as the total input intensity, f e(eev, 0) dee v, is small compared to the laser pump. 
Recently four-photon frequency up-conversion 2eel + COx -+ ee of weak infrared light at ee./was 
investigated in metal vapours [29]. Two-photon resonances at2ee L were employed to enhance the con- 
version efficiency. 
2.4. Three- f requency mixing WL + COL + COg -+ CO. 
We consider the case where two intense light pulses with central frequencies eel and eeR and spectral 
widths Ace L and Ace R are incident on the sample and new light is generated atco = 2OOl, +-- cog. (cos = 
eet3 = eeL, coy = + eeR). The light conversion efficiency should be small, i.e. depletion of the waves at 
frequencies eeL (laser pulse) and cog (e.g. Raman Stokes pulse) does not occur (aL = aR = 0 is assumed). 
2.4. 1. Sum frequency generation WL + COL + COR -~ CO. 
We repeat, in contrast to the frequency conversion discussed in Section 2.3, the incident wave at eeR is 
intense and is not depleted in the mixing process. With EeL and EOR both constant we obtain from 
Equation 7 for the peak electric field Eo of the generated light: 
aEo - a Eo t21reeX(xa)xxx(-- co; eeL, eeL, ee~t)EoZLEoR exp (iz~cz) (20) 3z 2 ne 
The solution of Equation 20 is found by integration. 
I,Z.z> "-. ) 
- -  = + iAxk  . Eo -c-' he X?xxxx (-- 60; eeL, eeL, eeR)EoLEoR X xp -- exp (iAkz 
(1) 
For a negligibly small value of the absorption coefficient a at co = 2eel + OaR, Equation 21 simplifies 
and we obtain for the intensity of the generated light 
(t Znz) en~ (t Z?z)l= 
1- -  7 ,  =~-~ o - ; 
2567r4ee2 22 sin2(Akz/2) 
- e4nn~n------7 IX~a)xxx( - ee; ~176 eeL, eeR)[ IOLIoR ~ 9 (22) 
The light generation is determined by the square of the linear susceptibility X (a). The real as well as the 
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imaginary part of X (3) contributes to frequency mixing. The light generation at w is most effective for 
Ak = k -- 2kn -- kR = 0 where sin 2 (Akz/2)/(Ak/2) 2 = z 2. In general, we have z52 ~ 0. In this case we 
have a periodic spatial exchange of photons between the low frequency input at col{ and the high fre- 
quency output at w; i.e. both processes CoL + COL + cort -+ W and co ~ co L + co L + cart take place. The 
generated light reaches its maxima at z = (2m + 1)n/Ak ( where m is an integer). The length I~ = 
rr/l~:l --- lrc/(Inco -- 2nLCO n -- nrt cort I) is called the coherence length. In isotropic media the coherence 
length for three-frequency mixing is typically a few 10 -4 cm i.e. several laser wavelengths. This short 
interaction does not allow large conversion efficiencies. The assumption of undepleted waves is certainly 
correct. 
Phase-matched three-frequency mixing 2605 + tort with tunable lasers in metal vapours and gases was 
studied for the generation of light in the vacuum ultra-violet [30-32]. Two-photon resonances at 2co L 
were utilized by tuning one laser frequency to a two-photon allowed electronic transition at 26o 5. Elec- 
tronic single frequency resonances (e.g. autoionization states) in the neighbourhood of co = 2caL + Cart 
enhance the ultraviolet generation even further. 
2.4.2. D i f ference f requency  generat ion cos + col  - -  cos -* CO. 
In the difference frequency mixing process an intense light pulse at frequency cort (band width ACOR) is 
incident on the medium while in the parametric four-photon interaction of Section 2.2. quantum noise 
or weak input signals are amplified. 
The equations for the difference frequency generation are the same as for the sum frequency mixing 
if the following changes are made: X(3)( - ca; co~, coL, cort) --> g(3)( - co; COL, COL, -- tort), E0rt~ E~R and 
Ak -+ k + krt -- 2kn. 
Recently, various difference frequency mixing experiments with tunable lasers were carried out. Mix- 
ing processes Ca = 2coL -- tort with vibrational resonances at COL -- COR were investigated and the dis- 
persion of the nonlinear susceptibility X(3) around Raman-type resonances was studied [33-35]. The 
difference frequency mixing spectroscopy co = 2co n -- cort with fixed frequency Can and tunable fre- 
quency co~ < co L became a sensitive Raman technique and was called coherent anti-Stokes Raman 
spectroscopy (CARS) [36-38]. 
2.5.  Th i rd  harmon ic  generat ion  COL + COL + COL --> CO. 
A light pulse with central frequency co L and spectral width ACOL(FWHM ) enters the sample and light at 
co = 3ca L is generated (co s = co# =.con" = COL). The pump wave should not be depleted and c~ L = 0 is 
assumed. 
The differential equation for third harmonic generation and its solution is identical to the case of 
three-frequency mixing when CaR is replaced by COL. The remarks following Equation 20 apply to third 
harmonic generation as well. 
Recently, phase-matched third harmonic generation in metal vapours has been of considerable 
interest [39-41]. Intensity conversions of up to several per cent could be obtained. Electronic two- 
photon resonances at 2co L were employed for VUV-generation. 
3. Resonant structure ofX (3). 
3.1. General 
The nonlinear susceptibility XJc~xx(-- co, cos, co~, con') is discussed in this section. The absolute value of 
the coupling parameter X (3) and the frequency dependence of the real and imaginary part of X (3) deter- 
mine the energy conversion and the spectral distribution of the parametrically generated light. 
X (3) is obtained by a quantum mechanical calculation of the induced polarization. We consider only 
electric dipole interactions. An expression for the induced polarization is obtained by time-dependent 
perturbation theory. In particular, the nonlinear polarization ~NL~ _-- X(o3)EEE is obtained by third order 
perturbation theory. The component of the nonlinear susceptibility X (3) (equal to 0.25X(o 3) [18, 19]), 
which enters our Equation 7 has the general form [18, 19] : 
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NL e 4 [ (glxla)(a~xlb)(b ~xlc)(cLxlg) 
~, . , ( -  ~; ,.,~, ~ ,  ~-,) - 8h3 Z Z v o, b, ~ [ (~, ,  - -  ~) (a ,b  - -  ',-'k - -  a~Z)( ( .o~ - -  '.oZ) 
(glxla)(alxlb)(b Ixle)(cbclg> q 
(~*  + ~oj)(~% - ~ .  - ~o~)(~ - ~)  
(glx Ic) (clx Ib)(b Ix la)(alx Ig) + 
(~* + ~)(~o~ +~. + ~)(~* + ~)  
(gMc)(cMb)(blxla)(alxlg) )] (23) 
N is  the number of molecules per unit volume [1/cm3], L --~ (n 2 + 2)/3 • (n~ + 2)/3 • (n~ + 2)/3 • 
(n~ + 2)/3 is the local field correction factor. The first sum runs over all permutations, coi, co~ and co~ 
of the frequencies co~, (~ and co v. The second triple sum runs over all excited states of the system. (~,  
cob, and toe are excited state frequencies. These frequencies are complex quantities co~ = ~2v -- iF,; 
v = a, b, or c. The real part ~2v is equal to a transition frequency from the ground state, the imaginary 
part Fv describes the relaxation processes [18, 19]. The terms in the sum contain a product of four 
matrix elements in the numerator and a product of three frequency terms in the denominator. 
~=( -  co; co~, co~, coy) is approximately independent of frequency and is nearly real except when the 
frequencies co, co~, cot~, co. r or the sums 26o~, 2~t~, 2co~ r, co~ + co~ or co~ + 6% are near an excited state 
frequency. In the latter case large resonant erms appear. X t3~ may be separated in a non-resonant part 
D" (3) a part comprising single frequency resonances X~ 3) and a part combining resonances due to sum ANR~ 
(or difference) frequencies X(~ ). 
X (3) = Dx(~)s + X~ 3) + X(~ ). (24) 
We have D = 6 when the three frequencies co~, cot~ and co~ are different, D = 3 when two frequencies 
are equal andD = 1 when all three frequencies are equal [18, 19]. 
In the following subsections we discuss the frequency dependence of X (3) relevant for the parametric 
processes described in Section 2. We concentrate on resonances which occur in the substances studied in 
our experiments. 
3.2. Parametric four-photon interaction COL + COL ~ 6o3 + co4. 
In Section 2.2. we introduced the susceptibilities X~)xxx( - 6o3; 6ol, 6o2, - -  094)  , X~(3)xxx( - 0.24; 0.21, Go2, 
-- 6o3), X~xx(-- 6o l ; -  co2, 6o3, co,), and X~xx(-- co2; -  col, 6o3, 6o4). The frequencies col, 6o2, 2091, 
2602, and 601 + 602 of our experiments are far away from excited state frequencies and do not contribute 
to the resonant structure of X (3). 
Single frequency resonance terms occur when the idler frequency 604 lies in the range of infrared 
absorption bands. The contributions of single frequency resonances to X(s)( - cos; 601,602;- c04) are: 
NL e 4 ~ 1 
3) - ~ (glxl~)(6~xlb>(b~xla)(aLxlg> X}.xxxx( - -  ('03; OJ1, ('02, - -  ('~4) "o-~'3 ~u " - - * -  
~3PI &. -0")5 - -  604 a, b 
[( 1 -t 1 t- 1 
x ~o* + co3)(~o~ + ~ol - ~o4) (~o* + ~o3)(~o~ + ~o~ - ~o4) (~oo - ~Ol)(~o~ + ~o~ - ~o4) 
1 1 
+ F + 
(w* - w2) (w~,  + w l  - co4)  (o. , , ,  - ~o l ) (wb -co l  - w~) 
NLea - [ ~5--6o4 
"" 8h 3 K ~5 (gixl6)(~lxJlg)/'~[(a~e----~-- r + P~ 
,r0 ] 
(s2e - w4) 2 + V~ 
(25a) 
(25b). 
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= 2(X} 3)' + iX} 3)'') (25c) 
In Equation 25b the relations 2 la)(ai = 1 and Z lb)(bt = 1 were used. The frequencies ~a and wb in 
a b 
the denominators were replaced by average frequency values. The six denominator terms are abbreviated 
by K which is approximately real and greater than zero since the average frequency values lie in the 
electronic absorption range. A slight frequency dependence of K is neglected. The matrix elements are 
approximately real. 
It can be shown from Equation 23 that" (3) r-- X~xxxxt603; co~, 602, -- 604) is approximately equal to 
X$3) . .t,xxxx{,-- 604; 601, 0"32, - -  603); ,,(3)* g__ . (3)* __ 9 AI, xxxxk 601,-- C02, 603, 604) and Xt, x===( 602, - -  60,, 603, co4) by 
neglecting the imaginary parts in the non-resonant frequency denominators. For the degenerate case 
601 = 602 = cot. we find 
(3) ~ 603, X}3)' X~3)" .(3). .- XI,  xxx  (-- 60L , ( 'OL , - -604)  = "4- "~ XI,  xxxxI. . . - -  604 ; ('-OL, 60L ,  - -  ( .03) 
1 . , (3 )*  t" 
~--- 2A, I,xxxxk-- G)L; - -  60L~ 603,604)-  
The  frequency dependence of the imaginary part X} 3)'' may be related to the dispersion of the linear 
absorption coefficient. The maximum linear absorption coefficient at frequency ~e is given by o~(~2e) = 
K(glxlE)(6[xlg) [42]. In Equation 25 X} 3) depends on (glxl6)(glx3lg). The following calculations how 
that (Olx31g) is nearly proportional to ((lx[g) i.e., (glx[O)(Olx31g) is proportional to a(~2e): It is (Elx3lg) = 
<g[x[ay)(ai[x2lg) ~ ~ <6[xlaz><at[x2lg> = <glx[6) x ~ (azix2lg) = <elx[~>C~ ~ (6 Ix[g)c2. . .  c~ and C2 are 
constants. The'first sum runs over all states [aj) with the same parity as Ig> (other matrix elements are 
zero). In the second sum, only the states Jar> are retained that form large matrix elements. These states 
lat> have a shape similar to [g>. This fact implies that the average state Id) is similar to Ig> and that 
<Olxi~> ~- const <~lxlg>. Now Equation 25 may be rewritten as 
(3) . e~ - (~-~ = 604) ~--~I'a~C 2 6  - -  ("04) I~g 9 (26)  XI,  xxxx( - - ( . .D3 ,601 ,  LO2, - -LD4)  ~ C 0L(~'~6)I7~  . 
C > 0 is constant. The slight frequency dependence of C is neglected. Equation 26 shows that 
(3)'i = co4) has the same ~I,xa-x ( - -  603; 601, 602, - -  frequency dependence as - -  13/(604) since 
a(604) = ~(~2e)F~/[(~2 e -- co4) 2 + F~]. The frequency, dependence of the real part X} 3) is connected to 
the frequency dependence of the imaginary part X~ 3)' by Equation 26. The absolute scale of 
X(3) r-- -- 604) must be determined experimentally by measuring the spectral signal I, xxxx~ 603; 601, 602, 
intensity at a fixed set of frequencies 603, co~, 602,604 and by calculating XC3) from Equation 10a. 
Difference frequency resonances occur when ~t  -- 604 or 602 -- 604 are near an excited state fre- 
quency of the system. The contributions of difference frequency resonances to • are given by: 
3) NLe 4 ~ 1 ~ (glxla)(alxlb)(blxlc)(clxlg) X~,~( - -603;w l ,  co2,--604) - 8h 3 - wa-60~ +w4a,  c 
f 1 4- 1 I 1 
• (60 . -  603)(w~ + 60~) (60~ - 60~)(~-  600 ~ (60~* + 60~)(60~ + 60~) ~ (60* + 602)(60~ - 60,; 
1 + 
60b - -  602 "~ 0'94 a, c 
[( 1 1 
(glxla)(alxlb)(b[xlc)(clxlg) • + 
~,, - 603)(60~ + ~4)  
1 + 1 "]1 
(60: + ~01)(60c + 604) (60~ + 60,)(60c - 602) J ]  
NLe 4 IK s -- 6ol + 6o4 + iI" 6 f2g -- 602 + 604 + iI'6 ] 
XR(("01) + XR(602)  + . . . . .  . = ' ' 1[xR(60,) + x~(60~)] 
(~ , ,  - ~3) (~ - ~)  
(27) 
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From Equation 23 we find X(~)xxxx( - ('04; CO1, (02, - -  ("03) "~ X~, ) ;xxx(  - (03; co1, co2 , -  604). 
, , T. i  ~ ,,- , (3)* [__ co . X TM r - -  co1; 0..)2, G03, 0.)4 ) = A.R ,XXXXi  2,--- ("Ol 0)3, (04) = XR(CO1) + XR(CO2) [XR(.(.ol) Jr R, XXXX k 
• (negative for co~ > co2 > co4 and positive for co1 ~ (-'02 ~ 604)' For 0.21 = ('02 = C0L the 
susceptibilities reduce to X (~)(-- co3; COL, COU -- 6o4) = X (3)*r ' 9 " . (3)r co .  co " "~-2"O) ' rco  "~ R I. - ( 'O4 ;cOL 'cOL ' -LO3) '~XR(cOL) - I - /X t%(( '0L )  
and XR ~--- L,-- L, ~3,  ~4] - -  XR k L)" 
The imaginary part X~)"(coL) of the difference frequency resonance is equal to the Raman suscepti- 
bility [17]. X(~ )'' may be derived by spontaneous or stimulated Raman scattering. The real part 
X(~ )' may be determined from the fixed relation between the real and the imaginary part of X~ ) (see 
Equation 27). A small calculation leads to the following expression: 
X(3) / - -  CO3; CO1, CO2, - -  CO4) ~ R,xxxx~.  
-~  CO1 -1- co4) q- iF6 
Z x (aG)r  • [ (aG-  co, + co47 + r}  
(~'2~- - -  co2 "4- (..04) -t- i FG]  (28) 
X~(~2g) is the maximum value of the Raman susceptibility at vibrational frequency ~2~. Pg is the half 
width of the Raman line. In Equation 28 we used the approximation K1 = K2. 
Finally, the non-resonant part X(~ originates from electronic transition frequencies in the ultraviolet. 
The dispersion of X(~(  - co3; COs, COL, -- co4) is governed by a term proportional to 1/[(couv -- COL) X 
(couv -- CO4)(COuv -- co3)]. We neglect he frequency dependence of X~,  since the ultraviolet frequency 
6Ouv is considerably larger than the other frequencies cos, 6o3, 6o4. The magnitude of •  has been in- 
vestigated by a variety of techniques: third harmonic generation [ 18, 19], intensity dependent rotation 
of elliptically polarized monochromatic light [ 18, 19, 43], self-focusing [44], interference patterns of 
beam profiles [45, 46], and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering [33-35]. 
The complete X (3) involved in the parametric four-photon interaction processes of Section 2.2 has 
the form: 
X(3)(  - 0-)3; CO1, CO7,, - -  0")4) ~" X(3)* (  - ('04, GO1, (02,  - -  CO3) 
- (3) + 2(X~3)' + ix~3)")+ X(~)'(COI) + X(~)'(CO2) + i[X(3)"(coI) + ..(3),,rco ,]. = bXN R AN k 2)1 ,  
X(3)(  - CO3; COL, COL, - -  (-04) = X(3)* (  - CO4, COL, COL, - -  ('03) 
= + • + i• + + 
and 
• co..;_ coL, co3, co.) = v N. (3) + 2[xp), +i• + 
In Figs 2a and b the real and imaginary parts of X (3) are shown schematically for the process coL + 
coL ~ 603 + CO4. The nonresonant part of X (3) is practically real and frequency independent. The real 
parts of the resonant erms are zero at the maxima of the imaginary parts. We recall that there is no 
parametric amplification of the four-photon process of Section 2.2, when the real part of X (3) is zero. 
The imaginary part of the resonant erms decreases proportional to 1/co~ while the real part of the res- 
onant terms decreases proportional to 1~coy (where coy = g2v -- co4, ~2v --co1 + 6o4, or f2v -- co2 + co4). 
As a result, the parametric amplification process (due to the real parts of X (3) persists far from the 
resonance frequencies. 
3.3. Four-photon frequency conversion col + ~ + 6% ~ co 
In the case of frequency conversion we consider the process co L + coL + co~ ~ co- The susceptibilities 
X(3)( - co; coL, coL, co?) and X(3)( - co~; coL, coL, co) are involved in the interaction (see Equations 16a 
and b). The frequencies co L, 2605, COL + CO~ = co -- coL, and co are generally far away from the tran- 
sition frequencies of the system. No sum or difference resonances occur and X (3) reduces to 3X(~ + X}3): 
Single frequency resonances have to be considered when co~ is near an infrared absorption band. The 
contribution of the single frequency resonances to X (3) is written in the form: 
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Figure 2 Diagram of  the frequency dependence of  the nonlinear susceptibil ity X~(~xx ( -  cos; COL, COL, - -  CO,) = X' + iX" 
responsible for  the parametric process COL + COL -+ C~ + co4. (a) Imaginary part of  XO); XI" results f rom a single fre- 
quency resonance centered at CO4 = D'e (FWHM = 2Pc). XR is the contr ibut ion to X" f rom a difference frequency 
resonance centered at COL --  CO4 = D'b (FWHM = 2Fb). (b) Real part o f  X(3); XI represents the contr ibut ion from a 
single frequency resonance. XR originates f rom a difference frequency resonance. XNR is the non-resonant part o f  X (3) 
and is practically frequency independent. 
NLe 4 1 ~ (gLvla)(aDIb)(bLxl?)(#[xlg) 2 Xt ,Xxxx( - - ( . ,O ; ( .OL , ( .OL , ( ,O7)  ..~ 8h 3 - ( . ,Oe- - ( ,O7a ,  b 
x t- t- (29a) 
COn --  CO)(COb --  COr.-- %)  (CO.* + COr.)(COb --  CO~. --  %)  (CO2 + COO(CO; + 2CO~, 
NL e 4 , [ ~e -- r -t iPe 2el 
-- ~ K ~ <g~ale><elxlg>l(a e_cO7)2 + p~ (ae -co7) 2 + r_" (29b) 
K '  is practically real and greater than zero. The slight frequency dependence of K' has been neglected. 
It can be shown that - (37 z_ A.I, xxxxk  (a); 09L, OJL, COOT) is approximately equal to X~3)( - co=,; -- COL, -- COL, CO). 
K' is approximately equal to K/2. As a result, X~3,)xxxx( - co; WL, Wr., COY) and 
3) Xt,xxxx(-- coa; cob, COL, -- WT) are approximately equal. 
In Fig. 3 the real and imaginary parts of  X~xx(-- co; COL, COL, r are depicted for one single fre- 
quency resonance occuring at an energy state of frequency ~2 e. 
3.4. Three-frequency mix ing col + cor. + coR -+ co 
3.4. 1. Sum frequency generation col + col + coR -+ co 
In the sum frequency process of  Section 2.4.1. the coupling parameter is y~a)xxx(-- co; COL, (-Or., COR). This 
susceptibility is equal to Y~,~xx(-- co; COL, COT,, CO~) of ) of Section 3.3 with co7 = COg. In our experiments 
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(b) Real part of X (3). The resonant part XI is zero at co7 = ~'c 
and has its extrema at (,o3, = s +- Fe. The nonresonant part 
XNR is frequency independent. 
we consider only the situations where the light pulse at frequency cog is given by the first Stokes or anti- 
Stokes component generated by stimulated Raman scattering. In this case, cog is far away from vibronic 
resonances and no resonant erms are involved in y~== (-- co; COL, WL, COR)- 
3.4.2.  D i f fe rence  f requency  generat ion  co L + WE - -  cos -* co 
The difference frequency mixing process of Section 2.4.2. is described by the susceptibility 
X~==(-- w; COL, COL, -- COg). This coupling term is equal to X~=x(-- 603; coL, coL , -  6o4) of Section 3.2. 
with 6o3 = co and 6o4 = wg. Here we are interested in the conversion of the Stokes light generated by 
stimulated Raman scattering into anti-Stokes light at CO = 2WL -- Cog. In this process wg the Stokes 
frequency is larger than the infrared absorption frequencies and the single frequency resonance terms are 
zero. The difference frequency resonance terms of Equation 27 are important; they are responsible for 
the strong Stokes-anti-Stokes coupling of the light waves (see Fig. 2 centre). 
3.5 .  Th i rd  harmon ic  generat ion  wL + coT, + col  ~ w 
The nonlinear susceptibility - (3) , Xxxxxt-- w; COL, COL, W5) is responsible for third harmonic generation. In 
our experiments with mode-locked Nd-glass lasers, the laser frequency COL/27rc = 9455 cm -1 is 
well above the infrared absorption, i.e. no single frequency resonances at COL occur. Single frequency 
resonances at co = 3COi, and sum frequency resonances at 2COL are absent in substances where the 
electronic absorption bands are in the ultraviolet region. In this case we have • = X~)R (D = 1). In 
substances where CO = 3cot, lies near an optical absorption band, third harmonic generation was not 
observed. The coherence length l c iS very short in these highly dispersive regions. 
4. Experimenta ! system 
In our experiments we used a mode-locked Nd-glass laser [47, 48]. Single picosecond light pulses 
were selected from the mode-locked pulse train with an electro-optic shutter [49]. The energy of a 
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BS Figure 4 Experimental rrangement for 
measuring the spectral intensity distri- 
bution of the generated light. BS, beam 
splitter; IM, intensity detection; L, lens 
or inverted telescope; S, sample; M, 
monochromator; PMT, photomultiplier 
tube. 
single light pulse was increased with the help of a laser amplifier. The amplified single light pulse had a 
duration of AtL ~---6 ps (FWHM) and a spectral width of AF ~ 3 cm -1 (FWHM). These data indicate 
that single, nearly bandwidth limited light pulses were generated. The energy of the amplified pulse 
was approximately 5 mJ. The intensity of the light pulse in the sample was altered by filters, inverted 
telescopes or lenses. When telescopes or lenses ( f  = 60 cm and f= 100 cm) were used in the investigations 
of parametric four-photon processes, the sample was placed in a (slightly) divergent beam (after the focus 
of the lenses). The incident light intensity was determined by a saturable absorber system [50]. 
Experimentally we found new frequency components emitted in the forward direction within a 
divergence of 20 --~ 4 x 10 -2 rad (measured at half maximum of the intensity). The generated light was 
found to be polarized parallel to the laser light. We verified in several substances (H20, DzO, CH2C12, 
glass BK7, fused silica (Suprasil) and NaC1) that new light was emitted over a broad spectral region 
without self-focusing of the beam. The spectrum of the generated light was measured with a spectro- 
graph and, simultaneously, the end face of the sample was investigated with a microscope and a photo- 
graphic plate. No focal spots were observedin the magnified image of the exit window. In addition, visual 
inspection did not show breakdown sparks inside the medium. 
The pulse duration of the parametric light in 2 cm of water was measured in the spectral range around 
X = 700 nm with a picosecond streak camera (time resolution approximately 3 ps). The measurements 
were carried out at an input peak intensity of  IoL ~ 2 x 101 rW/cm 2. The duration Atc of the generated 
pulse with broad spectrum was found to be slightly shorter than the laser pulse AtL with Ate~At L ~-- 0.8. 
The spectral distribution of the generated signal ight was first observed qualitatively with a spectro- 
graph and Polaroid films or spectroscopic plates. The intensity dependence of the spectral distribution 
was quantitatively studied with a double monochromator and photomultipliers. The experimental set-up 
for these measurements is hown schematically in Fig. 4. The parametrically generated i ler light (on the 
Stokes side of the laser frequency) was measured with PbS-detectors and interference filters. The limited- 
sensitivity of the infrared etector required relatively high input laser intensities close to the saturation 
range. 
In our experiments a short sample length of 2 cm was used in general. With longer cells the interaction 
length for parametric light generation is limited by the different group velocities Vg = c~ [n -- X(dn/dX)] 
of pump waves, signal and idler waves. The pump pulse and the generated pulse (6 ps duration) overlap 
for a travelled istance lo Which is of the order of centimetres. In Fig. 5, calculated values of/o for a laser 
pulse at gr~ = 9455 cm and a pulse at frequency V are presented for water (pulse duration AtL = 6 ps). 
The effective interaction length z is limited to the overlapping length lo. 
5. Results 
5.1. Water 
First we discuss experimental nd theoretical results obtained for water (cell length 2 cm). The Raman 
susceptibility X~ [51,52, 38] andthe nonlinear refractive index n2 [18, 19, 54-56] (at vi~ = 9455 cm -1) 
are small in water. Difference frequency resonances of X O) and the resulting light generation by stimu- 
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lated Raman scattering do not - at the beginning - effect the parametric four-photon processes. These 
facts simplify our analysis. The small value of n2 excludes elf-focusing and makes the spectral broadening 
due to self-phase modulation very small at our laser frequency. 
We measured the energy conversion (per frequency interval) of laser into signal light at v3 as a tunc- 
tion of input peak intensity/or, for a number of frequencies in the range between 200 nm and 925 nm. 
As an example, experimental data are presented for three frequencies at 13 700, 14 900, and 23 800 cm -1 
in Fig. 6. The energy conversion per wave number /(~) = f e(~') dA/WL (WL is the energy of the laser 
pulse, dA represents a cross-sectional element) increases very rapidly for all frequencies. Values of 
r/(~) rise by a factor of l0  s, when the input peak intensity is increased by approximately a factor of two. 
The results of Fig. 6 demonstrate quite vividly rapid growth (high gain) of the generation process. For 
/oi, ~> 5 x 101~ W/cm 2 saturation sets in. 
5. 1.1. Frequency range between coT, and 2co~ 
We begin the discussion of our investigations in the frequency range between col and 2605 [8]. In Fig. 7, 
the energy conversion is depicted over the frequency range from 10 800 cm -1 to 2~n = 18 910 cm -1 . 
Five curves for different input peak intensities are presented (they are derived for each frequency from 
data such as depicted in Fig. 6). At IoL ~ 2 X 101~ 2 the parametrically generated light starts at 
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discrete frequencies far away from the laser intensity. With increasing input intensity the energy con- 
version at fixed frequencies increases approximately exponentially (See Fig. 6). Up to IoL ~ 5 x 
101~ z the spectrum broadens but a certain degree of the structure of the spectral distribution 
persists. At input intensities >~ 1011W/cm 2 a rather smooth spectral distribution is obtained. The follow- 
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Figure 7 Experimental energy conversion 
versus signal frequency ~'z (10800cm -j ~< 
~3 ~< 2~I,) in water for five laser input peak 
intensities, 
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ing calculations show that the light generated at/or, % 5 x 101~ 2 is due to the parametric four. 
photon process WL + COL ~ W3 + 604. The signal ight formed in this primary parametric four-photon 
process acts as a pump wave in secondary parametric processes. These subsequent parametric processes 
are of the form COL + 603 ~ CO~ + CO~; they flatten the spectrum at higher intensities. For these pro- 
cesses Ak is small and • is enlarged by difference frequency resonances (co3 -- co~ and co~ - COL or 
co~ -- co3 and col -- w~ nearly equal to ~2b). The onset of secondary and higher order parametric pro- 
cesses removes energy from the frequency range of the primary process. Together with the depletion of 
the peak intensity of the laser pulses, they lead to a saturation of the energy conversion ~. The situation 
of parametric light generation at high input intensities will be discussed in more detail below. 
In the intensity range IoL < 5 X 10~~ 2 we consider the four-photon parametric process col + 
COL ~ CO3 + 6o4. The spectral energy density of Equation 10a and the energy conversion efficiency r/of 
Fig. 7 are related by Equation 30: 
Y e(~3) ~ e(~3)d~ 
rl(v3) = WL = IoLAtLd]~" (30) 
Numerical estimates indicate that the beam diameter of the generated light d3 is approximately one-fifth 
of the laser beam diameter dL. From our experimental data of Fig. 7 we determine the frequency de- 
pendence of the nonlinear susceptibility X (3~ = 3XN~ + XI + XR = X 0)' + ix (3)'. The various parameters 
which enter Equations lOa and 30 are measured irectly (loL, AtL, dL), or are taken from the literature 
(~; hi, Ak). 
In Fig. 8 literature data for the dispersion of the refractive index [57] and of the absorption coef- 
ficient [58, 59] are presented. The linear absorption of water is very large in the infrared resulting in 
considerable variations of the refractive index. In the visible and ultraviolet region, the absorption is
small and the refractive index changes only slightly. 
Fig. 9 shows the calculated phase-mismatch ~ --- k3 + k4 -- 2kL for coUinear light interactions and 
the phase-matching angles for non-collinear light interactions with 2xk = 0 [60, 61]. At certain fre- 
quencies the phase-matching angles are larger than the measured ivergence of the beam (0 ~-- 2 • 
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Figure 9 (a) Collinear phase-mismatch Ak -- k 3 + k 4 --  2k L and (b) noncollinear phase-matching angles r and ~ for the 
interaction co L + COg -~ co 3 + ~4 (substance: water). 
10 -2 rad, at half intensity value); in other frequency regions perfect phase-matching (Ak = 0) is impos- 
sible. As a result, the parametric generation process proceeds in certain frequency regions with a well- 
defined phase-mismatch. Equation 10a applies to collinear light generation, but it represents a good 
approximation for small divergence angles. For collinear light beams the interaction length between 
signal, idler and pump wave is given by the length of the cell (or by the overlapping length l0 of Fig. 5). 
For non-collinear phase-matching the interaction length is strongly reduced ue to the large walk-off 
angle of the light (see insert in Fig. 9b). 
The nonlinear susceptibility X(a)( - coa, (-05, COL, - -  ( -04)  = X (3)t ~- ix (a)'' represents a complex quantity; 
it cannot be determined completely by fitting Equation 10a to the experimental data. We take advantage 
of our knowledge concerning the frequency distribution of X (a)" = X~+ XI' and we use the relations be- 
tween the real and the imaginary ~ (3) X}a) parts ot XR and developed in Section 3. Fig. 10 depicts the results 
of our analysis. Fig. 10a shows the imaginary part of X (a). x~was obtained from Raman data [51-53]. A 
frequency corrected Raman gain factor ofg s = (64zraTs/(nsnLc))x'~(Ob) --~ 7 X 10 -u cm/W is deduced 
from the literature [51-53] for the vibrational mode at Vvib = ~b/2rr ~ 3300 cm-1; the peak Raman 
susceptibility has a value of X~(Ob) = 3 x 10-1%ma/erg. The frequency distribution of 
X(3),, ( -  coa; COL, COL, -- (-04) is chosen to be proportional to the absorption a(~04) as discussed in I ,  XXXX k 
Section 3. The full curve in Fig. 10b shows the real part ~ 'x ( - -  (-03; COL, COL, -- (-04) = 3XNR + X'I + X~. 
The value of 3XNR ~- 2 X 10-1%m3/erg is taken from the literature [18, 19]. X~ and • were calculated 
from the imaginary parts using the relation of Equations 26 and 28. The absolute scale of Xi' is deter- 
mined from the experimentally measured energy conversions in the range between 14 300 cm -1 and 
15 200 cm -1 . The other points in Fig. 10b are determined from Equation 10a by using the curve of • 
of Fig. 10a and the experimentally measured energy conversion data of Fig. 7. The good agreement be- 
tween the experimental points and the X(3)'-curve over the large frequency range should be noted. 
The real part of the Raman susceptibility X(~ ) around 12 900 cm -~ is smaller by approximately a 
factor of ten than the nonlinear susceptibility X~ 3)' (12 900 cm -~) originating from infrared resonances. 
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The parametric light generated by Raman resonances is negligible compared to the light generation by 
infrared resonances. 
It is interesting to see that the three major infrared peaks of water at 650, 1600 and 3300 cm -I give 
rise to single frequency resonances in • and cause large values of the imaginary part • over a wide 
range of signal frequencies v3. Five minima of the energy conversion curves of Fig. 7 (IL < 1 X 
1011 cm 2) are accounted for by the three major maxima of Xi' at ~3 = 18 250, 17 250, 15 600 cm -1 
where X~ ~ 0 and by the change in sign of Xi between resonances at~3 = 17 650 and 16 800 cm -1. The 
sixth minimum in the spectral distribution of rl at ~3 ~ 12 900 cm -1 results from inverse Raman scatter- 
ing [90]. Light generated by parametric four-photon i teraction at (o3 = coT, + co~ib is converted back 
to the pump frequency COL and to the vibrational excitation at COvib. The loss of spectral energy density 
is estimated below; it agrees with the experimental observation. 
From the detailed agreement between theory and experiment we conclude that the signal ight be- 
tween COL and 2COT. is produced by the parametric four-photon process COL + COL -> CO3 + CO4 (for 
I o < 5 x 101~ 
5. 1.2. Frequency range below coT, 
At low laser intensities the idler generation (process CoL + COL -+ co3 + co4) was estimated from the 
signal ight using Equations lOa and b. The relation between idler and signal ight is given by: 
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Figure 11 Calculated energy con- 
version ff versus idler frequency 
v'4 (infrared) a t /oL  = 4 X 101~ 
W/cm 2 and measured energy con- 
version a t /oL  = lO~Z W/cm2 and 
5 X 1011W/cm 2 
I(604) = I(603)(604/603)(n31n4) 3 (31) 
when no depletion of the laser light occurs (the same relation applies to the energy conversions). In 
Fig. 11 the calculated energy conversion at I L = 4 • 101~ 2 is presented; it reflects the strong 
single frequency resonances discussed in connection with the frequency dependence of the signal output. 
In Fig. 11 several experimental points of the idler energy conversion are shown for high laser inten- 
sities of I L = 1 x 1011 and 5 x 1011W/cm 2. Comparison of the measured idler with the corresponding 
signal output shows a drastic reduction of the idler light. For instance, the energy conversion per wave 
number /has values of 10 -1~ and 10 -7 at Y4 = 4000 cm -1 and V3 = 14 000 cm -~, respectively, (/L = 
1 x 10 n W/cm2). This effect is due to the strong infrared absorption at the idler frequencies as demon- 
strated by the numerical calculations of Fig. lb. 
The parametric frequency down conversion process [22] 60L -+ 60il + 60i2 + Coi3 would produce 
light components on the Stokes side of the laser frequency. This process was not discussed theoretically 
in Sections 2 and 3. The amplifaction factor gg*x 2 of this process compared to the process 60r~ + 60L -+ 
6o3 + 604 (Equation 9d) is given by: 
(gg*xZ)(60L + 60il 4- 60i2 + 60i3) ~ ImXO)( - 60ia; (.Jr,, -- 60il, - -  60 i2 )  2 
- (32) 
(gg*x2)(60L + 60I~ -+ wa + 604) I t ,x~ - 603; 60L, 60r~, - 604) 2 
1 m is given by the intensity of the quantum fluctuations and is about ten orders of magnitude less 
intense than lr~, when frequency down conversion without infrared input pulses at 60n, wi2 or 60i3 is 
considered. X(3)( - 60i3; 601-,, - -  60 i i ,  - -  60 i2 )  may possess two resonance terms within one denominator of 
Equation 25, so that an increase of XO)( - w/a; coT., -- 60/1, -- wi2) by a factor of hundred compared to 
X(3)( - 603; 60i~, cot,, -- 604) is possible. At these frequencies two infrared light frequencies are strongly 
absorbed and the threshold for parametric amplification increases correspondingly. Without input pulses 
at 60i~- 60i2, or 60i3 the frequency down conversion process does not play any role [62-64]. Even at high 
laser intensities of about 2 x 10 11W/cm 2, where parametric processes have produced a total energy con- 
version of about 10 -4 on the Stokes side of the laser frequency, the frequency down conversion process 
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5. 1.3. Frequency range beyond 2col 
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1011W/cm 2, and 5 x 1011w/cm 2.At the smallest input intensity OfloL = 4 X 10 l~ W/cm 2, parametric 
light was detected in small frequency regions. At IOL = 5 X 101~ 2, the energy conversion increased 
strongly and extended over a larger frequency range. At IoL > 1011W/cm 2, some structure remains in a 
broad spectrum. In the range from 19 000 cm -1 to 26 000 cm -I , the energy conversion has values of 
approximately 5 x 10-7/cm-1. For larger frequencies the energy conversion decreases continuously to 
~7 _~ i0-13 cm at F = 50 000cm -1. 
At the third harmonic frequency co = 3COL, light could be detected at input intensities as low as 
IoL = 5 X 10"W/cm 2. Inserting the parameters co/2zrc = 28 365 cm -1, n = 1.35, n L = 1.33, X(~)R = 
(2/3) X 10-14cm3/erg, and Ak = 4600 cm -1 into Equation 22 we calculate a maximum intensity con- 
version efficiency ofI / I  L ~ 2 x 10-2~I~ (I and IL in units of W/cm2). The energy conversion efficiency 
is estimated to be r~3WL = f I(r, t)r dr dt/f IL(r , t)r dr dt ~-- 2 x 10 -28 f Ira,(r, t)r dr dt/f IL(r, t)r dr dt ~_ 
10-3~ At IoL = 5 X 101~ a maximum energy conversion oLr73WL ~- 3 x 10-9 is expected. 
Experimentally, an energy conversion per wave number of approximately 5 x 10-~l/cm-~ was found. 
Multiplying this value by the system resolution of about 100 cm -~ (at this wave-length) we obtain an 
experimental value of r/a~o --~ 5 x 10-9. The measured and the calculated numbers are in good agreement. 
For a discussion of the generated broad spectra we consider two parametric processes: (i) frequency 
up-conversion co L + cot. + co~, -'> co and (ii) secondary parametric interactions coL + CO3 -+ co; + co~, 
(co3 > coL)- 
(i) In the frequency conversion process, parametric light which was generated in the primary four 
photon process (col + col -+ 6o3 + co4) is converted to higher frequencies co > 2co L. The detailed struc- 
ture in the emitted spectrum for laser intensities loL < 5 X 10i~ 2 allows us to state unambiguously 
that this parametric process occurs under our experimental conditions (see Fig. 12). 
The frequency to be converted is denoted by co~,. Primary signal light (603) produces light in the fre- 
quency range 3co L < co < 4COL, while primary idler waves (6o4) generate light frequencies 2co L < 
co < 3co L. The spectral distributions of the input pulses I(co.r, 0) are obtained from Fig. 7 and 11 
(together with Equation 30) for signal and idler, respectively. 
The spectral intensity/(co) or the energy conversion ~(co) which is generated in the frequency con- 
version process, can be calculated with the help of Equation 18. For a quantitative valuation we have to 
know e(cov, 0), a, n, Ak and X (a). Since the input light e(co~, 0) is generated in the first part of the 
medium, the frequency conversion process takes place at the end of the light path through the sample. 
In our calculations we take for e(co,r, 0) the spectral energy density of the signal and idler at the end of 
the cell. The interaction length is assumed to be approximately 0.5 cm. The values of a and n are 
obtained from Fig. 8. The phase mismatch 2xk = k -- 2kL -- k, r is calculated from the colour dispersion 
of Fig. 8 and presented in Fig. 13 for the frequency range of 18 900 cm -1 to 37 800 cm -~ . We note a 
substantial phase mismatch in particular for frequencies exceeding 22 000 cm -~. The nonlinear suscepti- 
bility of our frequency conversion process )C~xx (-- co; coL, coL, coT) contains terms with single fre- 
quency resonances but has no contributions with difference frequency denominators. The imaginary part 
of X 3 has the form X(a)"( - co; coL, coL, co~/) = X~3)"( - co; coL, coL, co~) -~ -- X~a)( - 6o3; COL, COL, -- co~,)- 
The real part of the single frequency resonant erms is analogous to the primary parametric process. The 
non-resonant part of X 3 is assumed to be constant with the value quoted above. In Fig. 14 the imaginary 
and real parts of X (3) are plotted as a function of frequency. The single frequency resonances lead to 
strong fluctuations of the X (3) values, suggesting maxima and minima in the frequency conversion pro- 
cess. For frequencies exceeding 26 000 cm -~ we find small values of X (3). Using Equations 18 and 30 we 
calculated the energy conversion for two laser intensities IoL = 4 x 101~ and 5 x 10~~ the re- 
spective data are depicted in Figs. 15a and b. Of interest is the comparison between the measured and 
calculated energy conversion of Fig. 12 and Fig. 15, respectively. The numerous minima and the order of 
magnitude of the maxima are well accounted for by our calculations. We wish to conclude that fre- 
quency conversion contributes ignificantly to the parametric light observed at frequencies between 
2col and 4co L. 
(ii) Secondary parametric processes of the type col + 6o3 -~ co; + co~ are discussed next. When the 
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broad band signal pulse (603) of the primary process ~o~ + ~r, ~ 6J3 + 604 acts as one of the two pump 
pulses, new frequencies (60~) between 260 L and 3wL are expected. Two points should be noted here. 
First, various parts of the broad input signal contribute to the output at a certain frequency co~ and 
second, the spectral intensity of the idler in the primary process provides the initial condition for the 
secondary process, i.e., 1N(~4) of Equation lOa has to be replaced by 1(604, l), To evaluate the output 
intensity at co~, the broad input spectrum was subdivided into a number of frequency intervals and the 
contributions added for the secondary process. By this method we find a very small energy conversion 
of r/(60~) < 10-tScm for IoL <~ 4 x 101~ z. In Fig. 15b, the calculated energy conversions r/(60~) are 
shown for I0L = 5 • 101~ ~. For larger laser intensities the efficiency of the secondary parametric 
process rises very quickly since the parametrically produced pump pulse approaches the peak intensity 
of the laser pulse. We point to Figs 7 and 12 where a conversion efficiency per wave number of 
~7 ~ 10-~em is observed over a large spectral range of approximately 15 O00cm -1 (/Ok = 10UW/cm2) 9 
Under these conditions atotal energy conversion of ~t ~ 1.5 x 10 -3 (see Fig. 16) and a total intensity 
conversion of 10 -~ is estimated. 
5. 1.4. Saturat ion o f  l ight  generat ion 
We have measured the total energy conversion and the energy transmission of the incident pulse at very 
high fight intensities. Our measurements and our calculations indicate that at IoL >- 10 n W/era ~ parametric 
light is generated over a broad spectral range which extends from the ultraviolet to the absorbing infrared 
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region. As soon as the laser light is depleted, the parametric light generation is reduced and the generated 
idler light becomes trongly absorbed in the infrared region. Input energy is continuously lost by idler 
absorption. In Fig. 16 the total parametric light output over the whole spectral range and the trans- 
mission of the laser pulse are shown for the case of water. At high laser intensities a total energy con- 
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version of up to 10% could be obtained. The laser transmission is reduced from its linear transmission 
value of 0.7 at 9455 cm -1 to a value of 0.4. The increased loss of laser light is explained by energy trans- 
fer to the strongly absorbed idler waves (see numerical results of Fig. 1). 
In the ultraviolet region the parametric light generation is small. The large phase-mismatch due to the 
strong dispersion of the refractive index lowers the frequency conversion efficiency, In addition, the 
conversion efficiency of the parametric processes i reduced with increasing order. 
5.2. Other substances 
Broad emission spectra were observed in a number of materials. In D20, NaC1 and quartz glass, 
emission spectra extended to 200 nm and values for the total energy conversion similar to H20 were 
measured. In NaC1 and quartz glass (Infrasil) the laser peak intensity had to be kept below I0L -~ 3 x 
10 n W/cm 2 in order to avoid self-focusing and damage. In substances with optical absorption i  the 
range between 200 and 400 nm (C6HsNO2, CS2, CH212, CH3COCH3, CH3CC13, CH2C12, CH2C12, 
CH3CH2OH, glasses BK7 and SF59) the emission extended to frequency values near the absorption 
bands (see also [4]). High linear absorption and large phase-mismatch prevent parametric light gener- 
ation at shorter wave lengths. Two and three photon absorption processes reduce the parametric light 
output near the absorption bands [15]. 
In substances without idler absorption (e.g. NaC1) and with reduced colour dispersion the nonresonant 
susceptibility is sufficient for efficient light generation (see estimates following Equation 13). 
In all materials which do not absorb at co = 3col (e.g. H20, D20, CH3COCH3, CH3CC13, CCI4, 
CH3CH2OH, glass BK7, quartz glass Suprasil and NaC1) third harmonic generation was readily 
observed with a double monochromator and photomultiplier o with a spectrograph and Polaroid 
films. Substances which absorb at co = 3col (e.g. C6HsNO2, CS2, CH212 and glass SF59) did not show 
detectable third harmonic generation on Polaroid films. 
In liquids with large Raman scattering cross-sections e.g. in CC14, CH3CH2OH, CH3CC13, 
CH3COCH3, discrete lines were found at w = 2cot, + COR- This light is produced by frequency mixing 
of two laser quanta nd one Raman Stokes quantum. Anti-Stokes light at CO = 2cot, -- cog was also 
found in these substances. Using Equation 22 we find quantitative agreement with the amount of light 
generated atthese wave lengths. 
We should emphasize that our investigations on substances other than water are limited; no studies 
of the resonance structure of X (3) were made. 
6. Other processes leading to frequency broadening 
In this section we briefly discuss other nonlinear processes which are able to produce frequency broaden- 
ing. Their contribution to our observed broad light spectra is estimated. 
6.1. Self-phase modulation 
First we discuss the process of self-phase modulation which has been discussed in the literature to explain 
the super-broadening of picosecond light pulses [1-6, 66, 67]. Self-phase modulation is due to the tem- 
poral change of the refractive index [68]. The field of the light pulse may be written in the different 
forms: 
E(t, z) = Eo(t, z) cos (coLt) 
f i, 4 = E(t, z) cos (COLt -- kz) = E(t, z) cos L -- -- 
= ff~(t',z) cos(COr,t'---W--Lc-ZAn ) 
= /~(t', z) cos [-- ~(t', z)] (32) 
The relation k = COLn/c = wi,(nL + An)/c and the transformation t' = t -- nr,z/c were used in Equation 
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32. E(t', Z) describes the slowly varying amplitude, COL the carrier frequency of the pulse. The instan- 
taneous frequency of the pulse is given by: 
~ COLZ 32m 
CO -- -- COL 
3/  c 3/  " 
The spectral broadening of the light is found to be 
/kCObr COL Z An 
c \3t  ]max 3t rain r AtL" 
The change of the refractive index An may be caused by (a) the nonlinear polarization at high laser 
intensities, (b) a laser induced temperature variation, and (c) the generation of free electrons. 
(33) 
(34) 
6. 1.1. Intensity dependent spectra/broadening 
At high light intensities the refractive index becomes nonlinear and changes proportionally to the square 
of the light field [68]. 
An = n2(E2(t, z)) = n-k2~'2:§ z). (35) 2 "-or, 
The nonlinear susceptibility Y~,or COL; COL, COL, -- COL) is responsible for the change of the refractive 
index. The relation between 2 and X<a)( - COL; CO L, COL, -- COL) is as follows: 
e(t, z) = • z) + • z) 
= X(o')E(t, z) + 0.25X(o3)E~(t, z)[cos (3COLt) + 3 Cos (COLt)] 
= [X(0 ') + 0.75X(o3)E~(t, z)]E(t, z). (36a) 
D(t, z) = E(t, z) + 41rP(t, z) 
"" [1 + 47rx~o ') + 37rx~o3)E2o(t, z)]E(t, z). (36b) 
D(t, z) = n2E(t, z) = (n L + An)2E(t, z) 
~-- [n~ + nLn2E~(t, z)lE(t, z). (36c) 
n~ = 1 + 47rX(o 0 (36d) 
X(o3 ) 4.  (3),- = ~x t-- COL; COL, COL,-- COL). (36e) 
By comparing Equations 36b and c we find 
3rr ~3~ 4rr "3" 
n2 = --X6" = --X_~x,r COL; COL, COL, -- COL)- (37a) 
nL  no 
Without resonances atCOL and 2COL, one has: 
X(3)( - COL, COL, COL, -- COL)  ~- 3X(~h. (375) 
In Equation 36a the polarization term proportional to cos (3COLt) leads to third harmonic generation 
and does not contribute to self-phase modulation. 
The self-phase modulation due to n2 is a special case of the paramatric four-photon i teraction CO1 + 
CO2 --~ 093 "]- (04 where the frequencies of the two pump waves and either the signal or the idler wave lie 
within the bandwidth of the light pulse. In contrast to the parametric four-photon i teraction of Section 
2.2. the process here has a strong input pulse at the signal or idler wave and does not need to start from 
quantum noise. The nonlinear susceptibility X~a)xx ( - co3; 6ol, co2, -- 6o4) is approximately equal to 
X~xx(-- coL; COL, C~ -- car,) of Equation 37. The bandwidth of the light pulse is approximately doubled 
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A~I/2 = 0.95nm 
~ III0 : ,2.3 nm 
/ . /Z~ A~.III00 = ~9nn1-~ x 
Figure 17 Spectrum of single picosecond laser pulse of IoL ~- 
2 X 1011W/cm 2 after passage through a water cell ( /= 2 cm). The 
picture shows the microdensitometer t ace of a photographic plate. 
in each stage of  the parametr ic  process w l  + 6o2 -~ 6o3 + 6o4 (e.g., for 6OL < 6ol, 6o2 < col  + A6OL/2) 
and 6OL - -  A6OL/2 < c~ < WL signal l ight is generated at 6oL + A6OL/2 < 6o3 < 6OI~ + A6or,). For  band-  
w idth  l imited inc ident  l ight pulses many stages of  parametr ic  processes are necessary to obta in  appreci- 
able spectral broadening.  On the other  side, in parametr ic  four -photon  processes tart ing f rom quantum 
noise, X (3) may be resonant ly  enhanced and only one or two stages are necessary to cover the whole 
visible spectrum. Therefore,  the previously discussed four -photon  processes (start ing f rom the small 
quantum noise) readily produce broad l ight spectra while the spectral broadening due to se l f -phase 
TAB L E I Comparison of parametric light generation with self-phase modulation 
Substance Sample Shortest wave- Spectral n 2 Self-phase Self-focusing 
length length observed extension modulation a length a
(XL = 1.06pm) 
l (cm) nm cm-I cm3/erg ~br  (cm-1) zt (era) 
H20 2 < 200 b > 45 000 9 X 10 -14d 6 6.4 
D20 2 < 200 b > 45 000 
CH3CH2OH 2 "~ 350 e -~ 25 000 8 X 10 -14e 5 6.8 
CC1, 2 ~-- 350 e --~ 25 000 1.1 • 10 -l~f 7 5.8 
CH3CCI 3 2 --~ 350 e --~ 25 000 
CH3COCH 3 2 --~ 350 e ~ 25 000 4.3 • 10 -13g 28 2.8 
CH2I 2 2 ~_ 560 e ~_ 14 000 
glass BK7 2 _~ 350 e _~ 25 000 1.8 X 10 -13h 11 4.4 
glass SF59 5 _~ 580 e _~ 13 000 
quartz glass 
Suprasil I 2 < 200 b > 45 000 
NaC1 - crystal 2 < 200 b > 45 000 3.2 • 10 -13i 19 3.3 
a Calculated for a laser peak intensity IoL = 10 '1W/cm 2, a beam radius ofa = 0.45 mm (1/e value) and a pulse duration 
of AtL = 6 ps (k = 1.06 pm). Refractive index data are taken from [57]. 
b Measured with double monoehromator and photomultiplier. 
e Measured with spectrograph and Polaroid films. 
d See [54]. 
e See [88]. 
f Value found with picosecond fight pulses (k = 694.3 nm) in [89]. For nanosecond light pulses a value o fn  2 = 
2 X 10 -13 cm3/erg was reported [54-56]. 
g See [54-56]. 
h See [87]. 
i See [88]. 
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modulation remains relatively small. On the other hand, with broad input pulses it is certainly possible 
to generate broad light continua by self-phase modulation. In fact, many authors work with broad- 
band picosecond input laser pulses (AY >~ I00 cm -1) and obtain the expected super-broad continua. 
The spectral broadening by self-phase modulation may be enlarged by the self-steepening of pico- 
second light pulses [69]. The light pulse forms a very steep tail and OzXn/Ot increases. The characteristic 
length for self-steepening [69] zs "" O.19AtL/(n2<E2))is estimated to be approximately z s ~ 100 cm for 
AtL --~ 6 ps, I L = 1012W/cm 2 and n2 --~ 10 -13 e.s.u. The effect of self-steepening may be neglected in our 
experiments. 
In Table 1, the observed minimum parametric wavelengths, the spectral extension, and the calculated 
spectral broadening due to self-phase modulation of initially bandwidth limited pulses are listed for 
several substances (IoL = 10 n W/cm2; AtL = 6 ps; laser beam radius a = 0.45 mm (1/e value)). The data 
in Table 1 clearly show that the spectral broadening due to self-phase modulation (n2) is small compared 
to the observed parametric spectra. The spectrum of a laser pulse of lL --~ 1.5 X 1011W/cm 2 transmitted 
through awater cell of 2 cm length is shown in Fig. 17. The spectrum was measured with a two metre 
grating spectrograph. On the microdensitometer trace the bandwidths at the intensities 1/2, 1/10, and 
1/100 below the peak spectral intensity are shown. Fig. 17 indicates that the main pulse is not broadened 
substantially down to 1/10 of the peak intensity. 
In a recent paper [70], broad band ns-light continua were generated with broad band dye laser pulses 
(AX _~ 15 nm) in Roman active glass fibres. Several high order Stokes Raman components were generated. 
The spectra were reported to be flattened by self-phase modulation. Here only the primary process 
col + co: -+ ~3 + co4 with co L -- AcoL/2 <~ col, co2, coo, or co4 <~ coL + AcoL/2 is necessary to explain 
the broadening of the laser and Roman spectra. X(3) becomes resonantly enhanced by Raman type 
resonances. 
6. 1.2. Spectra/broadening by thermal effects 
When light is absorbed in the medium, the temperature ises and changes the refractive index n = 
n L + (On/OT)T. A corresponding spectral broadening (see Equation 33) has to be considered in absorb- 
ing substances and in transparent media with absorbing inclusions. 
In absorbing materials the temperature increase during the pulse duration AtL is given by: 
OW Ioi, AtLa exp (-- az) 
at - - (38) 
CpOV Cp 
where 0 W/O V is the absorbed energy per unit volume, C is the heat capacity and p the mass density. As a 
result one estimates for the frequency broadening (see Equation 34 [71]). 
Acobr ~ 2COL z On AT _ 2coi, z On IoLa exp (-- o~z) < 2COLIoL On (39) 
c OTAtr, c 8T Cp eCp aT" 
Similarly, one finds in transparent substances with a large number of absorbing inclusions a spectral 
increase of [71, 72] : 
Acob * ~ 2COL ~n IoLeN i < 2COLIoL On (40) 
c OT Cp eCp OT" 
e is the fraction of light absorbed by one inclusion and N i is the number of inclusions along the light 
path. With approximate values of On~aT = 5• 10-5K -I and C = 1J/g • K we estimate a spectral broad- 
ening of AUb~ = AcobJ2rr < 10 cm -1 for IoL = 10 a2 W/cm 2. This number strongly suggests that spectral 
broadening due to the heating of the sample is negligible. 
6. 1.3. Free electron contribution to spectral broadening 
Free electrons generated by multiphoton ionization and avalanche ionization processes change the re- 
fractive index according to n = nL + Amp, where 2~np is given by: 
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2e2T2Ne 
Anp = nLme(1 + CO~T2). (41) 
N e is the density of free electrons with mass me. r is the collision time of the free electrons. The spectral 
broadening due to Anp is approximately: 
A(Dbr --, 26OL z 2e2r2Ne ze2Ne 
C nLme(1 + W~T2)AtL -- 26OLCnLmeAtL. (42) 
In the last equation we assumed r -~ 1/Wo, a good approximation i  many cases. From Equation 42 we 
estimate a spectral broadening of A~br ~-- 200 cm -~ for N e --- 101Scm-3. The spectral broadening de- 
creases linearly with the free electron density. At a free electron density ofNe ~ 101Scm-3 damage 
occurs in the sample [74]. In the pre-breakdown region, at intensities slightly below the damage 
threshold, the free electron density reduces rapidly. 
For the case of multiphoton ionization [75] the electron density is proportional to I~L. n is the 
smallest number of photons necessary to exceed the ionization energy 9 [(n - -  1)h60 L <,qb < rt_hr.OL] 
and is of the order of ten. A decrease of the laser intensity by a factor of two decreases the electron 
density by a factor of 2 n --~ 103. 
In the case of avalanche ionization with picosecond light pulses the electron density is approxi- 
mately [741: 
Are = No exp y_~[I(t)] --~ No exp [r/(/)AtL]. (43) 
In practical situations the initial electron density is No --~ 107cm -3 so that exp [rT(/)AtL] --~ 10 n is 
necessary for damage. Experimental results [76] and theoretical calculations [77, 78] indicate that 
~7(/) cc IoL for picosecond light pulses. A reduction OfloL by a factor 2 below the damage threshold 
causes a reduction ofN e by a factor of approximately l0s. These estimates show that spectral broaden- 
ing due to free electrons can be neglected at intensities below the damage threshold. 
The breakdown threshold intensity for H20 and NaC1 has been measured in [71] (see also [79] for 
measurements on H20 and [76] for measurements on NaC1). The threshold intensity for plasma forma- 
tion in water was found to be I0L -~ 1.4 x 1013W/cm 2 for single picosecond light pulses of 6 ps duration. 
In NaC1, a damage threshold intensity ofloL = 1.5 X 10~2W/cm 2 was measured for the same light pulses. 
The high threshold intensities for plasma formation and the rapid reduction of free electrons at 
intensity values below damage threshold exclude substantial self-phase modulation by free electrons in 
the intensity range IoL < 5 X 10 n W/cm 2, where our experiments of Section 5 were performed. 
In a recent paper [80] spectral broadening in KBr crystals could be explained by self-phase modu- 
lation due to a large change of refractive index by avalanche ionization. In these experiments self-focus- 
ing and fdament formation occurred, which favour free electron generation by avalanche ionization. 
6.2. Self-focusing 
The spatial change of the refractive index within the cross-section of the beam gives rise to catastrophic 
self-focusing of the laser radiation [68]. Self-focusing of picosecond light pulses increases the light inten- 
sity and shortens the pulse duration [81 ]. The increase of light intensity stimulates nonlinear processes. 
The shortening of the pulse duration enhances the spectral broadening due to self-phase modulation [66, 
67]. The spectral broadening is proportional to~n/AtL (see Equation 34). AtL may become very short 
(AtL ~ 10 -13 sec) andAn = n~E2o/2 +Anp increases rapidly since the laser intensity grows to large 
values. Plasma formation may set in. In the case of self-focusing, the spectral broadening by self-phase 
modulation and with the stimulated parametric four-photon light generation contribute both to the 
formation of broad-band picosecond light spectra. 
In our experimental investigations we tried to avoid self-focusing. The self-focusing length z~ was 
calculated according to the equation [53]. 
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Zf = (0 .135) l '2ka2{ [(P/P2)1/2 - -  0.85212- 0.0219} -1/2 (44) 
where k = nLCOL/C is the wave vector, a is the laser beam radius in the sample (1/e intensity value; in 
our experiments a = 0.45 mm), P "" rra 2 in (2)IoL is the laser power, and P2 = 3.72c3/(8n2co~) is the 
critical self-focusing power. 
The self-focusing lengths listed in Table 1 are longer than our sample lengths at a laser intensity of 
IoL = 1011W/cm 2 (a = 0.45 ram, XL = 1.06/am). At this intensity level, broad light continua were 
observed in all media (the intensities necessary for rapid growth of parametric light generation range 
between 1.5 x 101~ W/cm 2 and 4 x 10 l~ W/cm 2 ;with the exception of glass SF59 where IOL "" 1011 W/cm2 
is necessary). Of special interest are the numbers of water. The rapid growth of four-photon parametric 
light generation starts at 2 x 10 l~ W/cm 2 in cells of 2 cm length (see Fig. 7). At this intensity value, the 
self-focusing length is calculated to be ze ~-- 16 cm. 
We have calculated the self-focusing length and the parametric four-photon generation for media 
where X O) determines both nonlinear processes (no resonance nhancement of X (3), no absorption, NR 
small colour dispersion). For high peak intensities IoL = 1011W/cm 2,we find a self-focusing length of 
z "-" 5 cm and a high gain ofgxz = 20, using the following parameters: X = 3X(~ = 2 x 10 -14 cm3/erg, 
z = 2 cm, a = 0.45 mm, nz = 1.5, (nn = 1.7 X 10 -13 e.s.u, is obtained from Equations 37a and b). This 
estimate shows that even in materials without resonance enhancement large light amplification is possible 
without self-focusing. 
It should be noted that the parametric light generation enlarges the self-focusing length. The new 
frequencies are emitted into a beam of approximately 4 x 10 -2 rad divergence draining energy from the 
centre of the laser beam. 
6.3. Raman scattering 
In some substances stimulated Raman scattering [82] converts laser light effectively to other frequency 
regions at intensities where parametric four-photon processes are still very weak. For instance, in CC14, 
CH3COCH3, CH3CH2OH, CH212, and CH3CC13 substantial Stokes intensities were found at 
IoL <~ 101~ (cell length 2 cm), while parametric light was not observed till IOL ~> 2 X 101~ 2. 
In the stimulated Raman process laser photons at COL are converted to Stokes photons at co s and 
vibrational phonons at eOvi b. The Raman process COL -~ C~ + covib is related to the nonlinear coupling 
t" . t !  I t  
term • COs; COL, -- COL, COS) = XR + tX~. The imaginary part XR determines the efficiency of the 
t . Raman scattering, while the real part causes a phase modulation of the Stokes component. Xg is zero at 
t !  
cos = COL -- covib, while XR has its maximum at cos. The maximum of the imaginary part is twice the 
maximum of the real part. There is no phase-mismatch in the Raman scattering. These facts make 
stimulated Raman scattering COL + COS ~ COL + COS more favourable in strongly Raman active substances 
than the parametric four-photon process COL + COL ~ COa + CO4 (CO4 around cos) of Section 2.2. In these 
materials parametric four-photon processes start at light intensities higher than necessary for Raman 
scattering. The generated Raman light as well as the laser light may act as pump wave in the parametric 
light generation. 
The parametric frequency mixing process COL + COL -- COS -+ COAS of Section 2.4.2. (anti-Stokes light 
generation) was observed in the substances cited above before the broad band parametric four-photon 
light generation occurred. 
The energy conversion of laser light (X = 1.06/axn) into Raman light was found to be small 
("~ 10 -3) for H20, D20, and Infrasil atloL "" 2 x 1011W/cm =(sample length 2cm). As shown in Fig. 10, 
(3)' the Raman type resonances do not change X (-- co3; COL, COL, -- CO4) substantially and are less important 
than the infrared resonances in the case of water. 
The stimulated Raman scattering in water for picosecond pump pulses at X = 1.06/am may be esti- 
mated as follows: 
(i) For Ion <~ 1011W/cm 2,no Stokes radiation at Vs = vL -- ~vib "~ 6100 cm -1 is experimentally 
observed. Using the data for the Raman gain gs -~ 10-ncm/w and the Stokes light absorption c~ s = 
7 cm-lone does not expect Stokes light for/or, ~< 7 x 1011W/cm 2,since Is(b) = Is(0) 
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x exp [(gslL -- as)l ] < IS(0 ) [85, 94]. As long as stimulated Stokes light generation does not occur, no 
strong vibrational field at 66vib is generated and no noticeable anti-Stokes light generation 661, + 66rib 
Was can take place. Only light generation by parametric four-photon interaction occurs due to 
the infrared resonances of X (3). The parametric light generated at 663 = Was is reduced by inverse 
Raman scattering 66AS -+ COL + co~ib [90]. The reduction of an input signal e(66hS, 0) by inverse Raman 
scattering is given by: 
ns66As I l ] 
e(66As, l) = e(66AS , 0) exp nAS66sgS L ]. (45) 
For I L = 5 x 101~ 2 one estimates a loss coefficient of 7 cm -1. This loss factor gives a reduction of 
parametric light output at v3 = VAS ~ 12 900 cm -1 as observed in Fig. 7. 
(ii) For I0L > 1011 W/cm2, Stokes light generation at Vs "~ 6 100 cm -1 was found experimentally; a 
conversion efficiency of r/s ~-- 10 -3 was observed at Ior, "~ 2 x 10 11W/cm 2. Stimulated Stokes generation 
is expected since the Stokes gain factor gSIL exceeds the absorption % (see discussion above). The 
vibrational field generated at 66rib causes ome anti-Stokes Raman scattering COL + (-Ovib "+ 66AS 
which is poorly phase-matched in the forward direction. In addition, the Stokes field generates light at 
66AS by parametric four-photon interaction COL + COL -- 66S -+ 66as (Stokes--anti-Stokes coupling). 
Both processes COL + 66rib "-> 66AS and 665 "~- COL - -  66S  ' '>  (-OAS compensate he loss by inverse Raman 
scattering 66AS -+ COL + 66rib and a rather flat spectral distribution of e(663) around 663 = wAS is 
observed (see Fig. 7). 
The parametric four-photon interaction in H20 appears to be influenced by difference frequency 
resonances when the pump wave is shorter, e.g. at the second harmonic at X = 0.53 pm. In this case the 
infrared resonances are far away from the pump frequency; i.e. the infrared resonances do not contri- 
bute to the parametric light generation at Vs "~ 16 600 cm -1 . On the other hand, the Stokes gain coef- 
ficient is increased by a factor of 2.5 (gS(266L) ---- [(2(.0 L - -  66v ib ) / (66L  - -  COvib)]gs-(66L)) without linear 
optical absorption at COs = 266L -- 66vlb- In fact, considerable Raman Stokes and anti-Stokes light 
generation was observed experimentally (see also [86, 87]). A detailed study of the build-up of the 
broad band spectra generated by the second harmonic has not been carried out. 
6.4. Contribution from other nonlinear polarization terms 
Up to now, the processes discussed were due to the nonlinear polarization term P(~)L = X(o 3)EEE. Third 
order contributions due to magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole interactions are generally small 
[18, 19] and do not interfere with the generation of picosecond light continua. The second order non- 
linear polarization P (~ = X(o2)EE is the largest nonlinear term in anisotropic media but it is zero in 
isotropic and centrosymmetric materials as investigated in this paper. The second order terms resulting 
from the electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole interactions are small compared to the third order 
term due to electric dipole interaction and can be neglected. Higher order electric dipole contributions 
such as P (~ = X(o3)EEEEE gain importance at light intensities IL > 10~4W/cm 2,which cannot be 
achieved because of breakdown. 
7. Summary 
The broad band light generation of intense picosecond light pulses has been studied. It was found that 
stimulated primary and higher order parametric four-photon processes (601 + 662 ~ co3 + 664) and four- 
photon frequency conversion (601 + 602 + co. r ~ w) are responsible for the broad band light generation. 
In water the absorption of the idler light and the collinear phase-mismatch was overcome by the 
resonantly enhanced nonlinear susceptibility X (3) and the high intensities of the picosecond light 
pulses. The structure of the spectral distribution of the generated light at moderate laser intensities 
could be explained by reference to the resonant structure of the nonlinear susceptibility X (3). Absolute 
values of X (3) were determined. The flattening of the spectral distribution at high laser intensities results 
from higher parametric processes and from frequency conversion. It could be shown that other non- 
linear broadening mechanisms, uch as self-phase modulation, are negligible compared to the parametric 
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four-photon processes. The parametric four-photon processes remain dominant up to optical break- 
down. 
Appendix 
Relations between fields and intensities in frequency and time domains 
In Equation 2, E(co, z) (field strength per frequency interval, units e.g. V/cm s -1) is introduced as 
Fourier transform of the electric field strength E(t, z) (units e.g. V/cm) 
ov 
E(t, z) = (1/21r) f~E(co,  z) exp (/cot) dco (Ala) 
e,o 
E(CO, z) = f ~ E(t, z) exp (icot) dt. 
For these two equations the Parzeval's Equation [89] reads 
oo 1 
f  E(t, dt = rE(co dco 
1 L 2n lEo(cO, z)12 dco. 
(Alb) 
(A2) 
E(co, z) and Eo(co, z) are related by E(co, z) = Eo(co, z) exp (-- ikz). The light intensity l(t, z) (e.g. in 
W/cm 2) is given by 
I(t, z) = (cn/4~)lE(t, z)l 2. 
With this relation we rewrite Equation A2 
Now we define the spectral energy density e(co, z) (e.g. in J /cm 2 s -1) by the requirement, hat the energy 
must be the same in time space and in frequency space: 
t "  oo r 1 e'~176 
j _ / ( t ,  z )d t  = J_ e(co, z)dco = -~ J_ooe(co, z)dco. (A4) 
Comparing Equation A4 with Equation A3 we find for the spectral energy density: 
i e (co ,  z) = (cn/4rr2)lEo(co, z)l 2. (A5) 
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